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WHEREVER YOU NEED IT, WHENEVER YOU NEED IT
Seating Solutions is proud to introduce our newest creation the V.I.Portable
Suite System, great for whenever you need a suite and great for whenever
you don’t. The ability to quickly and easily relocate this suite system makes it
a solution for the temporary event market while its full code compliancy and
robust design also lends it to the permanent market. The design works perfectly
for expanding your suite inventory for your biggest events without the huge
expense of construction and more importantly without permanently losing that
valuable real estate. The V.I.Portable Suite System gives you flexibility in your
suite inventory and can be reconfigured on the fly for any event.
The suite design is fully customizable and can be designed to fit into any
venue and layout. V.I.Portable Suites are the only temporary suite system that
features the ability to brand the interior and exterior of the suite on everything
from walls, rails, stairs, drink rails, doors, and even the furniture by utilizing
DreamSeat’s patented XZipit interchangeable logo furniture. Allow your suite,
club, and group sales areas to grow with your organization and with your
budget by implementing the V.I.Portable Suite System.

PORTABLE CUSTOM VIP SUITES

As your event changes, your VIP’s can stay on top of the action. Each unit

sits on top of 16 high grade aircraft pneumatic tires for full portability without
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disassembly.

These portable VIP suites can be changed and rebranded to facilitate any
event, sponsor, brand, logo and more.
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FIRST FLOOR INTERIOR

A fully equipped 16’ x 20’ interior VIP seating and service area. Amenities

include fully insulated and finished interior wall panels along with finished drop
ceiling and recessed lighting. The 1st floor level is equipped with heating and air
conditioning. The VIP Box features a full electrical package and Ethernet ports for
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computer network usage.
The interior space is furnished with six DreamSeat RowOne VIP chairs and four
DreamSeat Bar Stool 2000’s. This Ultimate VIP seat is in a class of its own and can
be independently mounted or ganged together (as shown in iHeart Radio Festival
photo) featuring a rocker-back for lounging comfort. The 360° swivel Bar Stool
is an upholstered seat assembled on durable heavy gauge powder coated steel,
perfect for any room or suite. All furnishings feature our brandable XZipit back
panels, letting your VIP’s know who brought them to the party! The interchangeable
back panel can display any digitized embroidered logo, features a patented hidden
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zipper system and can be switched in seconds giving you an option for any event.
Located behind the VIP chairs on the 1st level is a custom drink rail, capable
of receiving promotional signage (branded by Coca Cola) including a full size
refrigerator and moveable countertops for food service.
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You may choose to

upgrade interior furnishing to match your venue.

FIRST FLOOR EXTERIOR
A 12’ x 20’ viewing deck features a full length skybox style viewing window
with full height sliding end windows, to allow sound to enter the box. The outdoor
patio area can be dressed with a variety of different furniture styles. The fully picket
railed deck accepts promotional signage on a high resolution panel providing a
crisp, clean image for any event. The drop in signage rail panels can be viewed
from the front of the system or placed on the inside of the rail for viewing by the
occupant. Either of these panels can be changed according to event to feature
a sponsor or ticketholders brand or logo. The outdoor area is comprised of a full
portable aluminum porch deck featuring a custom front drink rail and full perimeter
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picket rail with front entry staircase for ease of entry and exit.
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Photo1, fully portable suite system

Photo3, fully assembled four box suite layout configuration

Photo4, the same suite system rearranged into a eight box suite layout.
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Photo2, high grade aircraft pneumatic tires
with lock

Photo5, Photo6, Branded VIP Row One Seating with patented XZipit interchangeable logo panel system

Photo7, Coke Zero branded luxury air conditioned
suite features full refrigerator and mini bar, electrical
outlets and ethernet ports

Photo9, fully custom branded drink rail and bar stool furniture

Photo8, Branded VIP Row One Seating
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Photo10, Second Floor Balcony View, complete with
HD outdoor television and customizable DreamSeat
Recliners

Photo11, First Floor luxury patio deck with branded drink rails
and front staircase access

Photo12, Photo13, First Floor luxury patio deck with branded drink rails and front staircase access.
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SECOND FLOOR INTERIOR (PRIVATE MEETING LOUNGE)

A fully furnished 8’ x 20’ interior seating area, outfitted with DreamSeat

Bar Stools and Pub tables. Furniture can be branded for your sponsor or
guest. Pub Tables are sure to compliment any décor. With a base made out
of cast iron or steel, we have what you are looking for. The table top utilizes a
scratch resistant and UV protected acrylic finish with the printed logo of your
choice. Bar Stools and Pub Stools are available in swivel and a standard base.
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Seating choice is completely flexible.
Features a full length skybox style viewing window with the available
option to leave open to allow sound to enter the second story box or have
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closed for private meetings.

SECOND FLOOR EXTERIOR (VIP BALCONY WITH CANOPY)

An 8’ x 20’ second story balcony outfitted with five DreamSeat Home Theater

Recliners, with available branding options on chair panels. The chair provides
optimum comfort featuring a fully reclining frame with lumbar and full leg support.
It features top grain leather in all touch areas. Modular designs, storage arms and
removable tables are available on HT Plus model. Balcony is equipped with a 42”
Séura Outdoor Storm Television; weather and climate proof. Exterior furnishings
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come with our custom fit weather covers for in-between events.

THIRD FLOOR ROOF DECK
An 8’ x 20’ roof top party deck is fully railed and accepts optional promotional
signage panels. The top deck features a front custom drink rail, a rear staircase for
entry and exit from ground level and first and second story boxes. This stairway
moves with the system without the need for disassembly or reconnection. Note a
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roof deck canopy can be added.

ADDITIONAL SAFETY FEATURES
All doorways have an outside light for nighttime use. All stairs feature code
compliant contrasting nosing and convenient grab rails. Decking and railing
systems are all aluminum for long term maintenance free use. Unit prices are
quoted delivered and assembled by our own staff erectors.
MANUFACTURED AND DESIGNED BY SEATING SOLUTIONS.
PRICING V.I.PORTABLE SUITE SYSTEM UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR
RENTAL OR LEASE.

Portable Suite Boxes that allow relocation to cater to any type of event or venue.
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THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO REVIEW OUR
INNOVATIVE V.I.PORTABLE SUITE SYSTEM.
Please contact us if you have any questions or need any assistance
creating a Seating Solution. We offer consultation and design free of charge
or obligation and are ready and willing to share our seating and special event
knowledge. If the V.I.Portable suite system isn’t quite what you are looking
for, please contact us about our DreamSuite, Fan Can, and custom seating
systems pictured below. With your input and our knowledge together we can
create your best seating solution.

Detroit Lions DreamSuite

Detroit Lions DreamSuite

Denver Broncos Suite
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University of Kansas DreamSuite

MLS - EA Sports Portable DreamSuite

Miller Lite - Carolina Panthers Suite

Budweiser Thirst Inning Suite

Webster Bank Arena Suite
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MLB - Pepsi FANCAN

FANCAN VIP Rowone Seating

MLB - Aquafina FANCAN

SAM BOYD - UNLV

At&t Stadium
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